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•Sex Myths 
•Whada’ya Know!
•TV Sex
•Sex Education in School 
•Interview With Sex Therapist 
•Sexual Harrassment 
•S.W.A.T.
•Yes to Good Sex
•It Takes Two: The Condom and the Pill 
•Testing 1.2,3
•A Feminist in the 90*s Looks at Free Love 
•Men Hunt Down the Beauty Myth 
•Sexual Orientation and Academia 
•Wardrobes of the Sexes 
•The Sunday Night Sex Show 
•Sex Therapist fcon’tJ
• Porno’s: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly 
•Psychology 2343: Let’s talk about sex 
•-Love is Heir Cartoon
•The “Dull” Life of a Lesbian 
•These Are a Few of My Favorite Things 
•Bisexuality: Fence Sitting or Real Feelings 
•Decoration, Mutilation and Reclamation 
•Interview With a Prostitute
• Taking the Picture 
•Purity Test

Page 3: Well, here it is.THE SEX FEATURE! What a 
task this has been. I don't mind admitting that 
being the editor of a project like this has been 
one of the most difficult jobs I have ever done. 
When we first discussed the possibility of doing 
a sex feature, I, being a new and fairly naive 
editor, thought that it sounded like a lot of fim. 
While I won’t deny that there was some fim 
involved in the project, it was definitly not all 
about fim. Sex is a very controversial topic. People 
have many different opinions about sex and it is 
a topic that most people feel really strong about. 
This can cause some pretty major problems when 
deciding on content. Some people feel that sex 
is something that should be discussed only in 
the privacy of one’s bedroom while others have 
the opinion that it is a topic to be openly and 
freely discussed.The idea that some of the more 
sensitive readers of The Brunswickan might object 
to a sex feature happening at all was brought 
up. There was also discussion about the feet that 
some readers might expect us to push the line 
and be a little racier with the feature. So, it was 
my job to take all of this into consideration and 
decide exactly what I wanted to include. Tins is 
when the project became considerably more 
difficult than I ever could have imagined that it 
would. I found myself between a rock and a 
hard place. From some people I heard that die 
chosen topics and photo ideas were too 
controversial while others expressed concern that 
the topics were just fluff. Putting my personal 
opinion aside I had to decide which way to go 
with this. What you see here is the end result of 
all the careful delibertions. After many discussions 
among the members of the Editorial Board these 
are the topics that we felt would best serve the 
students of UNB in being informative, 
educational and entertaining. It was my intention 
to put together a feature that would leave people 
thinking about sex and exactly what it means 
now. It has long been a very controversial topic 
yet it is something that a large majority of the 
population is doing. I did not intend to favour 
any one point of view. My hope is that this is a 
broad range of articles on the topic of sex. I 
trust that each person will read the feature and 
get from it whatever it is that they need. Please 
enjoy!
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The following people have made the Sex Feature possible:
Andrew Johnson-Model 
Nadine Donovan-Model 
Tim Matheson-Model 
Catherine Atkinson-Model 
Vanessa Sutherland-Model 
Scott MacDonald-Model 
Rebecca Emlaw-Model

Jenn Brown-Features Editor 
Drew Gilbert-Photographer 
Pat Fitzpatrick-Photographer 
Judson Delong -Photographer 
Dennis German-Creative Consultant, Model, Writer 
Trina Kilpatrick-Write^ Model 
Jethelo Cabilete-Writer, Model 
Mary Rogal-Black-Editor In Chief 
Aaron MacEachem-Writer 
Elise Craft-Writer 
Tristis Bhaird-Writer 
Jim Budrow-Writer 
John Valk-Writer 
Charles Teed-Writer 
Cynthia Kirkby-writer 
Jessica Audley-Writer 
Catherine Ahem-Writer 
Michael Edwards-Writer
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A special thanks goes out to the Sexual Health Centre and the team 
from SWAT for the articles they wrote for us.

The photographs in this issue do not necessarily portray the sexualityof 
the models. All models are over the age of 18. Model releases on file.The 
Sex Feature is a publication of The Brunswickan. However^ its portrayal 
of sex and sexuality does not necessarily reflect the opinions of individual 
members of the staff or Editorial Board or Brunswickan Publishing Inc 
In fact, not all members of the staff and Editorial Board agree that The 
Brunswickan should be in the business of sex education.

Cover Photo By Drew Gilbert. 
Suit courtesy of Peter Roberts.
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